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Enhancing Pandemic Prevention: 50 million Euros for the new
Nature for Health Trust Fund

The health of the environment and animals are key factors that influence
human health. It is against this background that the "One Health" approach is
based upon; and led to the establishment of a Multi-Partner Trust Fund on
Nature for Health.
The new fund aims to assist countries achieve more holistic policymaking by
creating further evidence of the links between biodiversity, climate and health.
It will also support decision makers and relevant actors to take measures to
prevent future pandemics. The fund is supported by the IKI, working together
with key international organisations.
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How do we improve the current 32% share of
women in the renewable energy workforce?

An IKI funded study Greeen Employment for
Women with recommendations on five vital areas
of action for the promotion of gender-equitable
careers in the energy sector.
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Empowering the youth to participate in the
climate change dialogue and action

An example from Costa Rica engaging the youth to
develop and carry out projects on climate change
resilience, promote decarbonising, and protect
ecosystems and people.
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Developing a collaborative roadmap for EbA
in India and Guatemala

An IKI-funded Climate-SDG project with the goal to
analyse and strengthen the enabling conditions
under which Ecosystem Based Adaptation can
thrive and be upscaled.
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Increasing motivation for nature positive
change within the private sector

How do we increase motivation to switch to
biodiversity-friendly production and marketing?
How can funding be used for a biodiversity-friendly
future? Examples from Brazil, India and Mexico.
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Green Recovery for Practitioners - Fiscal Policies for
a Sustainable, Inclusive and Resilient Transformation

 DOWNLOAD

From coal to renewables in Mpumalanga

 DOWNLOAD
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Our Ocean Conference 
13 - 14 April 2022

Palau

website
 

XV World Forestry Congress 
2 - 6 May 2022

Seoul, Seoul-T'Ukpyolsi, Republic of Korea

website
 

Would you like to promote an event in the IKI newsletter? Please send a message to: 
communications@z-u-g.org
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Introducing the SCALA
Programme

 watch 

Costa Rica: Trees counter
water scarcity

 watch 
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